Optical properties of a light-emitting polymer directly patterned by soft lithography
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We present the optical properties of a directly patterned light-emitting polymer. The patterned poly(2-methoxy-5-(3′,7′-dimethoxyloxy)-paraphenylenvinylene) film is fabricated using hot embossing lithography. The effect of the embossed microstructure on the light emitted from the polymer is examined by measuring the angle-dependent photoluminescence and its photonic band structure. The imposed grating modifies the emitted light by Bragg scattering into free space light that would otherwise be trapped as waveguide modes. This simple patterning technique may find application in improving the performance of light-emitting polymer devices.

Semiconducting conjugated polymers are a very promising class of materials for use in optoelectronics. They are easily-processible and are suitable for a range of applications due to their high photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield, large gain cross section, broad emission spectrum and their ability to be electrically pumped. 1–3 The performance of lasers, light emitting diodes, and displays made from these materials can be further improved by incorporating wave-length scale microstructures. 4 At present such microstructured devices are made using one or a combination of complex techniques such as photolithography, electron beam lithography, and chemical etching. New fabrication methods that retain the ease of processing that is a key advantage of polymeric materials would therefore be very attractive.

In this letter we use a simple technique known as hot embossing lithography 5,6 to fabricate sub-wavelength scale microstructures in a light-emitting polymer film. We measure angle-dependent PL to show how the microstructure affects the light emission from the film and explain the results by measuring the photonic band structure and by theoretical modeling.

The conjugated polymer used in this study is poly[(2-methoxy-5-(3′,7′-dimethoxyloxy)-1,4 paraphenylenvinylene) (OC1C10-PPV) and its structure is shown in Fig. 1. Thin films of OC1C10-PPV were formed by spin coating from chlorobenzene onto flexible plastic substrates (overhead transparencies). This results in films of about 100 nm in thickness. These films are then patterned using a soft lithographic technique known as hot embossing similar to the method used to microstructure a photodiode. 5 The polymer was heated to 20 °C above its glass transition temperature ($T_g \approx 200 °C$), that is, the temperature at which it begins to soften and flow. A master copy of the desired structure was pressed into the polymer with a pressure of 48 N/cm². The pressure needed for embossing was relatively low compared to other embossing methods. In order to prevent the OC1C10-PPV from sticking, the silica master was first coated with a monolayer of octadecyltrichlorosilane. Under pressure from the master, the polymer indents and flows around the master conforming to its shape. After 20 min the polymer was allowed to cool with the master still in place. This cooling allows the polymer to drop below its glass transition temperature effectively “freezing in” the imprinted structure. The master was then removed from the polymer leaving the replicated structure embossed into the polymer.

In the present work the master structures were crossed gratings formed in photoresist by multiple exposure to interfering laser beams and etched into silica as shown in Fig. 2(a). The angle φ between the two gratings was 90°, and each grating had a period of 400 nm and a peak-to-trough depth of 30 nm. The entire procedure was carried out in air. In order to characterize the embossed structure, the patterned polymer films were examined using an atomic force microscope. An image of the embossed OC1C10-PPV film obtained using atomic force microscopy is shown in Fig. 1. The imprinted crossed grating structure can be clearly seen in the film. The embossed structure has a period of 400 nm and a depth of 20 nm. The period matches exactly that of the etched silica master but the embossed grating is shallower.
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In order to understand how the microstructure affects the light emission, the photonic mode structure of the film was measured by angle-dependent transmission as shown in Fig. 2(b). The impact of the embossed microstructure on the photonic band structure is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows the modes observed when the incident beam is $s$-polarized and Fig. 3(b) shows $p$-polarization. When the incident light is $s$-polarized, two dark bands are observed, both starting at $\omega = 1.63 \ \mu m^{-1}$ and ending at 1.55 and 1.7 $\mu m^{-1}$, respectively. For $p$-polarized incident light there is a single horizontal dark band showing little dispersion and centered at $\omega = 1.63 \ \mu m^{-1}$. These dark bands correspond to a drop in transmission, which indicates that the incident light has been coupled into a waveguide mode. The incident light is diffracted by the periodic microstructure at an angle greater than the critical angle, thereby causing the light to wave-guide inside the film. In Fig. 3(a) it can be seen that for each incident polar angle there are two wavelengths that are strongly scattered by the microstructure. This behavior is explained by Fig. 2. The scattering process of the grating can be thought of as adding a wave vector ($k_g = \pm 2 \pi/\Lambda$) to the optical modes of the waveguide ($k = 2 \pi n_{\text{eff}}/\lambda$), where $\Lambda$ is the period of the corrugation, $n_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective refractive index of the waveguide, and $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the incident light. When a light beam is directed onto the guide from free space at a polar angle of $\theta$ to the substrate normal, the field has an in-plane wave vector component of $(2 \pi \sin \theta)$. If this component matches the difference $|k - k_g|$, light will be strongly coupled into the waveguide mode. For each angle $\theta$ there are two wavelengths for which this condition is satisfied: $|k|>|k_g|$ and $|k|<|k_g|$, as illustrated in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).

Having measured the photonic band structure of the film, we now examine the effects of the microstructure on the light emission. To investigate this we made measurements of the angle-dependent PL. The patterned polymer film was housed in a circular vacuum chamber and excited using the second harmonic output of a diode pumped continuous wave Nd:YAG laser ($532 \text{ nm}$). Light emitted from the film was collected by an optical fiber and detected using a CCD spectrometer. The end of the optical fiber was attached to a free-rotating moveable arm mounted on the vacuum chamber to enable light emitted over a wide range of angles to be detected.

Figure 4(a) shows the PL spectrum of the directly patterned OC$_1$C$_{10}$-PPV film measured at various angles. As the angle of observation ($\theta$ in Fig. 2(a)) changes, the central peak splits into two peaks which move to longer and shorter wavelengths due to Bragg scattering. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 4(b) where each PL peak is plotted as a function of its wavelength and angle of observation. All scattered features shown in Fig. 4(b) originate from emission into the TE$_0$ mode of the waveguide (shown in Fig. 3), which is then scattered by one of the crossed gratings. The feature indicated by the squares is due to light coupling to the wave...
guide mode via Bragg scattering arising from the grating that has grooves running perpendicular to the plane of observation, that is, Bragg vector in plane of incidence. The feature indicated by the triangles is due to light coupling to the waveguide mode via Bragg scattering arising from the grating that has grooves parallel to the observation plane. The frequencies and in-plane wavevectors for optimum coupling in these two cases can be given by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively

$$\omega = \pm k \pm m k_g \pm \frac{2 \pi n_{eff}}{\lambda} \pm \frac{2 \pi \omega}{\lambda},$$  

$$\omega = \pm \sqrt{k^2 - (m k_g)^2} \pm \frac{2 \pi n_{eff}}{\lambda} - m \frac{2 \pi}{\lambda},$$

where $\Lambda$ is the fundamental grating period and $m$ is an integer. These equations are used to fit the experimental data. The fit is shown as a solid line in Fig. 4(b). The refractive index of OC$_1$C$_{10}$-PPV as a function of wavelength was measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. Using this information, $n_{eff}$ the effective index of the waveguide could be calculated.$^{12}$

Despite the relatively weak corrugation of the embossed structures when compared to that used when polymers are deposited onto microstructured substrates,$^{4,13}$ significant modification of the PL spectra is still seen. This arises because the periodic modulation occurs at the polymer-air interface, which has stronger index contrast than the polymer-glass interface. We note a small discrepancy of 0.06 $\mu$m$^{-1}$ in the frequency of the modes observed in PL (1.57 $\mu$m$^{-1}$) and the photonic mode structure (1.63 $\mu$m$^{-1}$) in Fig. 3. It is likely that this arises from slightly different regions of the sample being measured, with the regions being of different thickness. A difference in thickness of less than 10% between the areas probed for each experiment would account for this discrepancy.

In summary, we have shown that directly patterning a conjugated polymer film provides a simple way of controlling the emission of light from within it. The patterned film was examined by atomic force microscopy and shown to closely follow the shape of the master structure. The effect of the embossed microstructure on the emitted light was examined by comparing angle dependent PL with the photonic mode structure. It was found that the imposed grating enables light trapped in waveguide modes to be Bragg scattered out into free space. The observations also agree with waveguide mode structure deduced from measured refractive index data. Hot embossing processes such as this should lead to simpler device fabrication and provide flexibility in new device design.
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